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shades of coloured cards he will use his sight or hearing
more skilfully in everyday life.
There seems only one safe way of training a child to
use his senses to the best of his ability on all possible
occasions: to surround him with such interesting things
to do and think about that he will need to use all Ms * sense-
tools * to the best of his ability. Thus jig-saw puzzles give
more training than insets, for the shapes are more varied ;
cooking gives a varied training in weighing, judging heat,
texture, smell, sight and taste; any form of modelling or
painting a varied training in matching colour, seeing form
and knowing it through touch and so on.
Though a child is born with a defective sense equipment,
a good education will enable him to make the best of it
and often he outstrips a better-endowed child, because he
is more interested and makes greater efforts to improve.
For example, a child who sees badly and relies on his
hearing may have very great difficulties with spelling, but
once he has been persuaded that he must look carefully
at the shape of the words he has misspelt and aid his eyes
by saying the letters aloud as he looks, he will improve
rapidly. To a certain point education must ensure finer
discrimination of the sense experiences that are valuable
to each particular child; finer discrimination is a matter
of interest and practice.
notes on special senses
Colour Sense
On the whole, experiment goes to show that children
prefer red and yellow to blue and green, and hence their
failure to distinguish blue from green may be due more
to a lack of interest, as when tested they seem as capable
of recognizing shades of blue and green as red and yeEow.
There is still uncertainty among experimenters as to
how far the name of the colour helps a child to recognize

